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2019/June Braindump2go Cisco CCNA Cyber Ops 210-250 SECFND Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following
are some new 210-250 Exam Questions:1.|2019 Latest 210-250 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/210-250.html 2.|2019 Latest 210-250 Exam Questions & Answers Instant
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNekdxX05OVnFXRXc?usp=sharingNew QuestionWhat type of
algorithm uses the same key to encryp and decrypt data?A. a symmetric algorithmB. an asymetric algorithmC. a Public Key
infrastructure algorithmD. an IP Security algorithmAnswer: ANew QuestionWhich actions can a promiscuous IPS take to mitigate
an attack?A. modifying packetsB. requesting connection blockingC. denying packetsD. resetting the TCP connectionE.
requesting host blockingF. denying framesAnswer: BDENew QuestionWhich Statement about personal firewalls is true?A.
They are resilient against kernal attacksB. They can protect email messages and private documents in a similar way to a VPNC.
They can protect the network against attacksD. They can protect a system by denying probing requestsAnswer: DNew Question
Which three statements about host-based IPS are true? (Choose three)A. It can view encrypted filesB. It can be deployed at the
perimeterC. It uses signature-based policiesD. It can have more restrictive policies than network-based IPSE. It works with
deployed firewallsF. It can generate alerts based on behavior at the desktop level.Answer: ADFNew QuestionAn attacker installs
a rogue switch that sends superior BPDUs on your network.What is a possible result of this activity?A. The switch could offer fake
DHCP addresses.B. The switch could become the root bridge.C. The switch could be allowed to join the VTP domainD. The
switch could become a transparent bridge.Answer: BNew QuestionThe FMC can share HTML, Pdf and csv data type that relate to a
specific event type which event type:A. connectionB. HostC. NetflowD. IntrusionAnswer: DExplanation: New QuestionFor
which purpose can Windows management instrumentation be used?A. Remote viewing of a computerB. Remote blocking of
malware on a computerC. Remote reboot of a computerD. Remote start of a computerAnswer: AExplanation: New Question
Which international standard is for general risk management, including the principles and guideline for managing risk?A. ISO
31000B. ISO 27001C. ISO 27005D. ISO 27002Answer: AExplanation: New QuestionWhich statement about the difference
between a denial-of-service attack and a distributed denial of service attack is true?A. Dos attack are launched from one host, and
DDoS attack are launched from multiple host.B. DoS attack and DDOS attack have no differencesC. DDoS attacks are launched
from one host, and DoS attacks are launched from multiple host.D. Dos attack only use flooding to compromise a network, and
DDoS attacks only use other methodsAnswer: AExplanation: New QuestionYou discover that a foreign government hacked one of
the defense contractors in your country and stole intellectual property. In this situation, which option is considered the threat
agent?A. method in which the hack occurred.B. defense contractor that stored the intellectual property.C. intellectual property
that was stolen.D. foreign government that conducted the attack.Answer: AExplanation: New QuestionAfter a large influx of
network traffic to externally facing devices, you begin investigating what appear to be a denial of service attack. When you review
packets capture data, you notice that the traffic is a single SYN packet to each port. Which kind of attack is this?A. SYN flood.B.
Host profiling.C. traffic fragmentation.D. port scanning.Answer: D!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019 Latest 210-250 Exam Dumps
(PDF & VCE) Instant Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/210-250.html 2.|2019 Latest 210-250 Exam Questions & Answers
Instant Download: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=hIany3g2aCQ
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